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QAMUEL GOMPERS, president of the American Federation of
m, O Labor, on his way home from the Paris conference which has been

drafting the "Magna Carta of international labor," assures us that
the workers of the United States are building a dam between the civil-P- -
ized world and Bolshevism. It is the intelligence of American labor,

j he tells us, which "fits it to play this all important part in this supreme
crisis in the history of the world."

i These words are of salient significance. If we can trust his
soundness of judgment we shall have reason for hope that anarchy

L will not submerge civilization.

f Most of our hundred million people have been resting quietly and
. pleasantly on the sunny slopes of the Bolshevist volcano. So different
g are conditions in America from conditions in darkest Russia or ruined
m Mittel Europa that there has been little fear of a Bolshevist revolu-L- ,

tion. The affair in Seattle which brought defeat to the foreigners who
f were trying to run American labor is taken as an example of the tri- -

f umph of American intelligence over imported ignorance and anarchy,
k But was it?
f , It is true that at Seattle the American workmen quickly wearied

of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" and sought an adjustment
, when they discovered how little public opinion sympathized with the

strike. But the amazing thing is that, being intelligent, they ever
should have been misled. The foreign agitatois were basing their

I appeals on conditions which did not exist. They were spouting and
h haranguing about economic conditions and class hostilities which they

had remembered from their European days.
The chief complaint of labor in this country has been that the

!i;' rise in wages has not kept pace with the increase in living costs. The
foreign agitators employed that hardship to talk socialism and com
munism and harp on the undying conflict between capital and labor.
There is no such conflict in this country. Theie are points of differ-
ence big ones, in fact but the revolutionary conflict to which the
foreign firebrands alluded, the conflict which strives for the complete

4 destruction of an old system, was practically non-exista-

There is danger that the revolutionary spirit will spread un-

less the intelligence of American labor is as high as it is rated by
Samuel Gompers. If ignorant, low-brow- ed savages from the slums

f of Europe can take our intelligent laboring men by the noses and
them at will into Bolshevist follies then there is danger of class

tlead which cannot be suppressed without violent revolution.
There is something ferociously, fantastically laughable about the

I propaganda of these foreign agitators who come here to urge Bol- -

, shevism, "the dictatorship of the proletariat" on American labor. It
i

is almost as if they were trying to persuade American labor to adopt
l "free love, dirt and cooties" as a battle cry.

f The spouters who talk about appb :ng Russian communism to
jj

' America forget to say that communism Was prevalent in Russia even
under the czar. Even before the revolution the peasants had a form

of communistic government. It was a form adapted to conditions of H
life wholly unfamiliar to us in this country. M

Our industrial development, compared with which Russian devel- - H
opment is as a pigmy to a giant despite the fact that Russia's popu- - H
lation is nearly twice our own, was the result of between H
intelligent labor and intelligent capital. If we should pull down that H
structure about our ears we would produce a chaos compared with iH
which the Russian chaos would be as Russia is to hell. jH

Bolshevism has made even the insufferable conditions of Russia
more intolerable. Think what it would do were it able to hurl to the jH
earth the American industrial structure which, for magnitude and
efficiency as the war has proved has no equal. M

We are prompted to make this comparison because, in our larger M
cities and in great industrial centers, barbarians from Europe, who 1
were reared arhid conditions of which we had small knowledge until Hthey brought them into our midst and who imbibed the poisons of Ifl
class hatred amid degradations unimaginable to Americans who had fl
passed their lives in God's open spaces, are agitating for revolution, M

crying "down with the American government," and escaping punish-- M

merit. How long can that go on without disaster? M

But we cherish the hope that Mr. Gompers is right that Amer-- M

ican labor and the American people generally are too intelligent to M
trade their democracy and the titanic machinery of production which M
demociacy has produced for communism and the ramshackle indus- - M
trial system of Russia. M

We think we have made it clear in our criticism of North Dakota fl
solons that we do not think much of their venture into socialism, of fl
their laws which tend to cripple private business, but we desire to M
point to one element of hope in the North Dakota experiment. It was H
a bloodless revolution. It was achieved by the ballot, in an orderly H
fashion. The American political system operated smoothly and ef- - H
fectually to accomplish the ends sought by the voters. In that sense H
it was a triumph for our representative form of government. And jH
when the fitful fever is over the people of that state can retrace their H
steps in the same peaceful and orderly fashion. Their expeiiment H
will be a lesson to other states which have been allured by the glib VH
promises of feather-braine- d reformers. - H

If we must have revolutions in this country let them be y the H
ballot and not by the bullet and bomb. We shall find voting plcasantcr H
than the firing squad at sunrise. H

But for those who would overturn our government by violence H
the bomb and bullet and the firing squad may yet be necessary. H

In conclusion we take occasion to quote a striking piece of advict. H
to British labor in a dispatch sent by John Ward, a labor member of H
parliament, who is serving with his regiment in Siberia : H

"For the love of Allah, never more talk of the glories of revoiu H
tion I am in it h-- c. Friend strikes down him he thinks his foe and H
finds the dead man his brother. Princes, peasants, plutociats, work-- M
men, rich and poor, go down together in one welter of blood and dirt H
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